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Industrial Storage
Lockers

Any application, any size, any
space. The ultimate in versatility,
Cogan bulk storage lockers are
custom-built for your exact
needs.
Big or small, personal or industrial, Cogan bulk
storage lockers are custom-built for your needs.
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Engineered strong to withstand the rigorous
demands of daily use, our storage lockers are
made of heavy-duty framed 2”x2”x10GA welded
wire mesh. The open wire mesh design ensures
all safeguarded property is in constant view, while
allowing air to circulate and light to penetrate fully.
Multiple adjustable shelves provide versatility to
store a variety of items. Ideal for changing and
break rooms, inventory and order control, or any
situation where bulk storage is required.

University
Double Tier Lockers

Life on campus is always
bursting with activity. Keep
school property secure with
Cogan double tier lockers.

Between classes, extra curricular activites, and
student housing, there is a definite need for costeffective storage. Cogan double tier lockers are
rugged and versatile to meet the demands of
any university setting. Heavy-duty welded wire
mesh construction and a powder-coated paint
finish means our lockers are wear-resistant and
maintenance-free. Use double tier lockers as storage
units in student dormitories, fitness and recreation
centers, or as faculty department storage.
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Freestanding
Tenant Storage Lockers

Make the most out of your
basement storage area with
Cogan freestanding lockers.
The #1 choice among condo
developers in North America.
Designed especially for the condominium industry,
our freestanding single tier tenant storage lockers
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boast a heavy-duty 2”x2”x6&8GA welded wire
mesh construction. The unique, unframed design
means our condo lockers do not require angle
frame. This allows for any necessary trimming
around water pipes, ventilation systems, and wall
irregularities to be done right on-site, significantly
reducing installation time and cost. The galvanized
finish is corrosion-resistant for long-lasting,
maintenance-free protection. Your system looks
great even after years of use.

TA-50 Gear
Lockers

Behind every hard working
man, there is a hard working
locker keeping his uniform and
equipment safe and secure.

Built tough to withstand rugged daily use, Cogan
TA-50 gear lockers are the go-to storage unit for
fire station applications. Each gear locker comes
standard with a top self, bottom shelf, coat rod, and
two coat hooks. Available in a range of standard
sizes with the option of single or double-swing
doors. A heavy-duty construction, and a durable
powder-coated paint finish make Cogan TA-50
gear lockers one of the sturdiest, most resilient
storage solutions in the industry.
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Floor-to-Ceiling
Tenant Storage Lockers

Theultimateinon-siteadaptability,
maximize your storage area with
Cogan floor-to-ceiling tenant
storage lockers.
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Make the most out of your basement storage
area with Cogan floor-to-ceiling single tier tennant
storage lockers. Designed especially for the
condominium industry, our floor-to-ceiling lockers
provide more of everything you need – a clean,
attractive design, simple assembly, adaptability
and affordability. With fewer components, no
system installs faster than a Cogan tenant storage
locker, making it the lowest cost wire mesh storage
system on the market.

Sheet Metal
Tenant Storage Lockers

Cogan sheet metal lockers
are the multi-purpose solution
for all of your private storage
needs.

Strong and versatile, Cogan sheet metal tenant
storage lockers are ideal for any situation where
private storage is required. Panels and doors
are made of heavy-duty 16GA corrugated steel
sheets framed in 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 12GA structural
angle. Roof panels are made of unframed 2” x 4”
x 10GA welded wire mesh, securely fastened with
zinc-plated clips. The sturdy, opaque construction
ensures stored items remain safely concealed
from view, while optional mesh roof panels allow
for proper ventilation and light penetration.
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When tenant storage space is
limited, take advantage of the
under-utilized real estate in your
parking garage area with Cogan
hanging lockers.
Cogan hanging lockers turn the open space
above parked cars into convenient storage units.

Hanging Lockers
Parking Garage Storage
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Simply mounted to the wall, our hanging lockers
leave ample room for even the largest vehicles
to park. Their innovative, unframed design also
means that our hanging lockers do not require
angle frame. This allows for any necessary
trimming around water pipes, sprinklers, ventilation
systems and wall irregularities to be done right
on-site. A spacious interior makes Cogan hanging
lockers ideal for storing bulky or large items that
are not used regularly.

Standard Colors
Standard colors are applied to all products and are automatically included in the
material price on your quote. Unless otherwise specified, all standard colors are
powder-coated for a durable, long-lasting and maintenance-free paint finish.
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